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Fossils on Mars? . Close ties with artists means that new tracks are sometimes available the same
day they hit the shelves in record shops. Joint-venture US plant . This excellent fitness app keeps
track of all sorts of useful data and can return information-rich maps to help you plan future outings.
The app also doubles as a task manager, keeping you on top of what needs to be done. rains kill 13 .
Facebooks Instagram and Messenger apps are strong as well, though WhatsApp doesnt make the
list. Features/ The 100 Best Android Apps of 2018 These are the essential Android apps you need,
whether you're outfitting the latest Pixel phone or plugging along with a much older device. Shows
such as Black Mirror, Stranger Things, and The Crown (the most expensive TV show ever made) are
often the conversation topics of the day. He was on the founding staff of Windows Sources,
FamilyPC, and Access Internet Magazine (all defunct, and it's not his fault). Although Hulu has more
TV and more varied movie offerings, the sheer volume of movies and TV in Netflix is still remarkable.
PCMag has a full review of Miitomo on the iPhone. Encryption warning . It suffers a bit on Android for
being divorced from the Apple ecosystem, however. Swype Keyboard $0.99Swype was the first to
introduce dragging your finger from letter to letter to input text, which has since appeared in
SwiftKey and even Google Keyboard. BAFTA nominations . These are the perfect way to get started
with Android and will cover the basics. Snow falls on Sahara . Runtastic PRO $4.99Runtastic can do
much more than just track your favorite running routes. You certainly get what you pay for, as this
app sports powerful web filtering, call and text blocking, location tracking, and app management.
You can even use the app to do the speaking for you, and input text through your camera or
handwriting. Pocket FreeYour bag of holding for internet content, Pocket saves articles, images, and
videos for later reading. Fitbit FreeYou might know Fitbit from its popular fitness trackers, but the
app that powers those devices works well on its own, too. You'll find a little bit of everything from
productivity and utilities to food and travel, though we didn't include any games in this hallowed hall
of Android excellence. The app also supports Swype-like input, over 100 languages, and 80 colorful
themes. Add to that an integrated web version that lets users take their chats to the desktop. Back
to Top ↑ Utilities Microsoft Launcher FreeMicrosoft Launcher replaces the company's Arrow Launcher
and takes on a Windows 10-style transparency. Return of the keyboard . Each and every app in the
list is excellent in its own way. To find out more, as well as how to remove or block these, see here:
Our Cookie Policy Contact InformationDreamGrow Digital Ida tee 42, 12111 Tallinn, Estonia Phone
+372 651 2047 Reg# 11468462 EU VAT# EE101214517 DreamGrow 2018. Deadly mudslides . You
can also search for photos from specific dates or locations. EasilyDo FreeIf you're the forgetful type,
EasilyDo is your savior. The app's signature magazine-style interface lets you explore the day's
headlines in a gorgeous environment. Its latest is as a person-to-person payment app, letting you
easily send money without pesky cash or credit cards getting in the way. Easily add favorite recipes,
manage shopping lists, and find new recipes you'll love based on those you already like. Rounding
out its capabilities are location tracking, call and SMS logging, and mobile application blocking
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